JOINED UP THINKING
In The Loop / Hub / Quick Win
INSPIRED. INSPIRING.

Straightforward design brings certainty and consistency to the floor. From the elegant geometry of In The Loop and the simple striae of Quick Win to the structure and movement of Hub, Joined Up Thinking offers a cohesive collection of practical and connected designs.

Joined Up Thinking Patterns

In The Loop

Hub

Quick Win
Colour shown HUB15 Go-Live

Colour shown HUB16 Ramp Up
**SPECIFICATIONS**

**JOINED UP THINKING**

Installation Installation Installation Installation

Hub / In The Loop  Quick Win

**STANDARD BACKING**

Standard Backing: 88% derived from Polyethylene Valin. Available with Trademark® surf. request

**NEUTRAL TOTAL THICKNESS**

Neutral Total Thickness: 8.8 mm

**PERFORMANCE**

Performance: Class B

Class B - 401°C Fire Test - 406°C Board Test

**ENVIRONMENTAL**

Environmental: 85% of the materials in the product are recycled 91% of the raw materials are derived from recycled polymers. The product is safe for use in closed spaces.

**GARANTIES**

Garanties: 10 years on HUB1 stakeholder 3 years on QWN stakeholder 2 years on HUB and QWN.

**LIGHT REFLECTANCE**

Light Reflectance: La Reflectance Lumineuse Light Reflectance Werte Reflextión de la luz

**GUARANTEE**

Guarantee: 10 years on HUB1 stakeholder 3 on QWN stakeholder 2 on HUB and QWN.

**In The Loop**

**Design**

Colour Colour Name L Value Y Value

FT13 Stakeholder 41.8 12.2

FT13 Forum 40.9 11.8

FT13 Emerge 27.7 19.9

FT14 Reach Out 31.9 7.0

FT15 Blue Sky Thinking 35.1 8.5

FT16 Align 28.5 6.8

FT17 Empower 48.1 14.6

FT18 Clen Reactions 48.5 17.2

FT19 Hypothesis 41.2 10.9

FT20 On Line 36.1 17.0

FT21 Townwork 32.1 7.1

FT22 Focal Point 37.5 9.8

FT23 Critical Path 32.1 7.1

FT24 Moving Forward 43.3 13.4

FT11 Go Live 50.8 19.1

FL11 Leap Up 41.3 12.1

FL13 Front Border 28.1 5.5

FL17 Huddle 29.2 6.6

FT12 Hot Desk 28.7 5.7

Hub

HUB1 Stakeholder 38.8 10.5

HUB2 Forum 38.3 10.3

HUB3 Emerge 32.0 8.3

HUB4 Reach Out 39.5 8.4

HUB5 Blue Sky Thinking 33.5 7.8

HUB6 Action Plan 25.8 4.7

HUB7 Empower 41.0 19.9

HUB8 Closure 47.2 17.8

HUB9 Impromptu 40.7 17.7

HUB10 On Line 38.3 10.3

HUB11 Townwork 33.5 8.1

HUB12 Focal Point 37.8 9.6

HUB13 Critical Path 37.5 9.8

HUB14 Moving Forward 42.4 10.7

HUB15 Push Up 41.3 12.1

HUB16 Leap Up 46.2 11.4

HUB18 Front Border 35.5 8.6

HUB17 Huddle 31.8 7.0

HUB20 Hot Desk 25.9 4.7

Quick Win

QWN1 Stakeholder 42.2 12.6

QWN2 Forum 44.0 11.8

QWN3 Critical Path 24.8 19.9

QWN4 Reach Out 31.2 6.7

QWN5 Blue Sky Thinking 34.5 8.3

QWN6 Action Plan 31.3 1.5

QWN7 Empower 46.3 15.5

QWN8 Clen Reactions 47.5 18.4

QWN9 Hypothesis 39.8 10.9

QWN10 On Line 39.1 12.7

QWN11 Townwork 33.0 7.5

QWN12 Focal Point 41.3 12.1

QWN13 Critical Path 37.5 9.8

QWN14 Moving Forward 43.6 11.6

QWN15 Go Live 51.7 19.9

QWN16 Leap Up 39.7 14.8

QWN17 Bay In 44.8 14.4

QWN18 Front Border 30.8 9.6

QWN19 Huddle 29.2 6.2

QWN20 Hot Desk 27.8 5.4
Photography - Lux Photodigital (www.luxphotodigital.co.uk)

Prop Sourcing - Louisa Grey (www.louisagrey.com)

Brochure Design - Designcorp (www.designcorp.co.uk)

Furniture:
Page 4 - Eames RAR Rocking Chair, Vitra (www.vitra.com)
Page 5 - Standard Chair 1934, Vitra (www.vitra.com)
Page 6 - Eames Plastic Armchair, Vitra (www.vitra.com)
Page 7 and 9 - Verso Chairs, twentytwentyone (www.twentytwentyone.com)
Page 8 - Eames Plastic Side Chair, Vitra (www.vitra.com)

Doing Good
After being used for the photography in the Joined Up Thinking collection, the carpet was donated to the London Re-use Network, a group of charities and social enterprises who work together to promote re-use across London. The Network provides low cost furniture to families and individuals in need, creates jobs and training opportunities helping people get back into work and diverts valuable goods from landfill.
To find out more about the benefits of re-use visit www.londonreuse.org